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â€œI can't let that part of me win.â€•â€œThis guy is boyfriend material.â€•Santa Barbara firefighter
Liam Knight is in hot water for showing up late after chasing yet another pretty guy into bed. It's just
an accidentâ€”Liam's never let hookups get in the way of work before. He only agrees to therapy to
keep the chief happy. When he bumps into a pretty guy working in the craft store below his
apartment, Dylan seems like the perfect thing to relieve Liam's stress... until he catches Liam's
interest and protective instinct, not just his eye.â€œI'm not good enough for him.â€•The only thing
Dylan Waters needs less than the distraction of love is the alternative medicine his mother wants to
foist him into. He's juggling part-time jobs at a therapy office and craft store while attending college
to become an art therapist. Worse, he's about to transfer to a huge campus, but his childhood left
him afraid of crowds. When hunky firefighter Liam blusters into his PTSD knitting support group,
Dylan spots the familiar signs of a man hiding from his past, but he can't stop thinking about
him.â€œIt was nothing. I thought I was over it.â€•It's more than fleeting attraction between them, but
Dylan's stubborn fear of help and Liam's low self-esteem are a deadly combination. When it all goes
up in smoke, they only have themselves to blame. Can Liam get to Dylan in time to save him and
the one relationship that could make him believe in love?Afterburn is a steamy, stand-alone gay
romance novel with a HEA ending and no cliffhanger.
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As sad as I was to see the end of the Riley Brothers series... I'm totally over it now because this
book... WOW! I've read a lot of books by E. Davies, but this one is my new favorite!! I was really
impressed by the depth and complexity of the story and the characters. I saw some other reviews
that said there's some angst and drama, and sure there is, compared to light and fluffy reads, but
I'm not a huge angst/drama fan and I absolutely didn't think there was too much of it in this! It was
just right!I was hooked, I really enjoyed reading it, and I stayed way up past my bedtime to finish it.
OOPS!At the climax of the book, there's this big crazy thing that happens, and you know what? It
could easily have gone wrong.. I've read books where something like that happens and it feels like
it's just thrown in for the drama, and it sticks out, and it's ridiculous, but that doesn't happen in this
book. It fits in just fine, and I think that shows that the book is well done.In Liam and Dylan, we're
given two really interesting characters. I imagine most readers will be more interested in Liam, since
he's the hunky firefighter... but I like the nerdy boys and was really excited to have Dylan the
adorable twink who knits! But he's not just an adorable twink who knits, I quite enjoyed his
discussions of what men usually expect from him and how his appearance affects his interactions
with the world.There's a wonderful slow burn here. I really enjoyed the flirting and banter that went
on between Liam and Dylan. They're both interested in more than just a hookup, so they take it slow
as not to ruin it, and we get to go along for the ride.I absolutely recommend Afterburn, and I'm really
excited to see what E.
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